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European Panel FederationEuropean Panel Federation

Members in 27 countriesMembers in 27 countries

Particleboard > 30 million mParticleboard > 30 million m³³

MDF > 11.5 million mMDF > 11.5 million m³³

OSB >   3.5 million mOSB >   3.5 million m³³
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EPF currently has regular members in 25 countries as indicated on the map, both in Western and Eastern Europe. 

EPF also counts around 50 associated members, mainly suppliers to the wood-based panels producers. Furthermore, EPF has established a scientific network with around 40 collaborating technical institutes.

During 2010, particleboard production in the EPF countries approached 31 million m³. The overall MDF production attained almost 12 million m³ threshold and OSB totalled around 3.6 million m³. 



By By working with woodworking with wood, the European , the European 
forestforest--based industries sector:based industries sector:

•• Generated 201 billions of euros of value in 2010Generated 201 billions of euros of value in 2010
•• Generates more than 2.5 million jobs in Europe, mostly Generates more than 2.5 million jobs in Europe, mostly 

in rural areasin rural areas
•• Stores hundreds of millions of tonnes of carbon in Stores hundreds of millions of tonnes of carbon in 

Harvested Wood Products (HWP) every yearHarvested Wood Products (HWP) every year



The EU woodworking industries:The EU woodworking industries:

•• Warmly welcome the Commission proposal on LULUCFWarmly welcome the Commission proposal on LULUCF
•• Strongly support the Commission proposal to make Strongly support the Commission proposal to make 

accounting for Harvest Wood Products (HWP) accounting for Harvest Wood Products (HWP) 
mandatorymandatory

•• Recommend UNFCCC to also make accounting for Recommend UNFCCC to also make accounting for 
Harvested Wood Products (HWP) mandatory and Harvested Wood Products (HWP) mandatory and 
remove the IPCC default approach (instant remove the IPCC default approach (instant 
oxidisation) at COP18oxidisation) at COP18



“It has been estimated that an annual 
4% increase in Europe’s wood 

consumption would sequester an 
additional 150 million tonnes of CO2 per 

year”

CEI-Bois Roadmap 2010, Executive Summary, 2004

Targets for HWP products Targets for HWP products -- BenefitsBenefits
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Some examples you can find in the publication:



The true opportunity for carbon The true opportunity for carbon 
removal from the atmosphere is in removal from the atmosphere is in 

HWPHWP



How to increase the pool of How to increase the pool of 
Harvested Wood Products (HWP)?Harvested Wood Products (HWP)?

•• Demand a minimum amount of woodDemand a minimum amount of wood--based materials e.g. based materials e.g. 
in public procurement for new buildings and in public procurement for new buildings and 
refurbishments or for new/replacement furniturerefurbishments or for new/replacement furniture

•• Increase collection and recycling of wood (for example by Increase collection and recycling of wood (for example by 
managing local taxes on landfill and incineration, set up managing local taxes on landfill and incineration, set up 
selective collection systems)selective collection systems)

•• Mobilise more woodMobilise more wood
•• Substitute other much more carbon intensive materials Substitute other much more carbon intensive materials 

with Harvested Wood Products!with Harvested Wood Products!
•• Etc...Etc...



Harvest Wood Products (HWP) 
bring benefits to climate change 

mitigation
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Verband der Deutschen 
Holzwerkstoffindustrie (VHI) 

Carbon storage effect

Substitution effect

1 tonne of wood saves 5.6 tonnes CO2
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Modellhafte Darstellung nach Frühwald (Hamburg) und Sathre/O‘Connor (Vancouver).        VHI 2012
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Eine Fichte (100 Jahre) hat der Atmosphäre 1,0 bis 1,8 t CO2 entzogen, eine Buche (140 Jahre) 1,6 bis 3,5 t CO2. 

Die Speicherwirkung von 1 Tonne Holz liegt vereinfacht und im Durchschnitt bei 1,8 Tonnen CO2-äquivalent. Durch den Substitutionseffekt, also die Verwendung von Holz anstelle von energie- und damit CO2-intensiven Werkstoffen, lassen sich noch mal durchschnittlich 3,8 Tonnen CO2-äquivalent zusätzlich vermeiden. Die stoffliche Substitution wird mit Hilfe von Ökobilanzen (ISO 14040 bzw. DIN EN 15804) berechnet. Im Bauwesen beträgt der „Holzfaktor“ danach durchschnittlich 1,9 Tonnen CO2e pro eingesetztem Kubikmeter Holz (und nicht nur 1,1 Tonnen wie bislang ermittelt).

Damit beträgt der Substitutionseffekt den Faktor 3,8, die Speicherwirkung den Faktor 1,8. Wenn wir den Klimaschutz ernst nehmen, dann muss Holz als Bau- und Werkstoff verstärkt Verwendung finden. Eine Tonne Holz spart also 5,6 Tonnen CO2-äquivalent. 



Effects of the IPCC default approach in EUEffects of the IPCC default approach in EU



Woody biomass will probably comprise around 45 percent of the EU’s 
renewable energy target in 2020 – ECN

Abatement from biomass is 
cheap, but is it real?



You can use, reuse and recycle 
wood many times... 

Thereby prolonging the carbon 
cycle 

But... 
You can burn it only ONCE!

The reality of the story is:The reality of the story is:
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In addition to all these activities, EPF is working hard together with other partners in the woodworking sector to build a POSITIVE information flow about wood and wood-based products to the decision makers and to the users and the public.



EPF Recommends to:EPF Recommends to:

•• Adopt the Commission proposal on LULUCF soonest Adopt the Commission proposal on LULUCF soonest 
possiblepossible

•• Clarify the benefits of HWP in the preambles of the Clarify the benefits of HWP in the preambles of the 
decisiondecision

•• Clarify the accounting rules to focus on the total HWP pool Clarify the accounting rules to focus on the total HWP pool 
in use in the countryin use in the country

•• Stop subventioning the direct burning of wood, as this Stop subventioning the direct burning of wood, as this 
distorts competition and reduces the HWP pooldistorts competition and reduces the HWP pool

•• Set ambitious targets for increasing the HWP pool in the Set ambitious targets for increasing the HWP pool in the 
EU as well as globally soonest possibleEU as well as globally soonest possible



RespectingRespecting the carbon the carbon cyclecycle provides provides 
the basis the basis forfor a a trulytruly renewablerenewable and and 
sustainablesustainable biobio--economyeconomy!!
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